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296                                    BENDING  OF BODS.                              [ART. 48
the resolved curvatures of the central line in these planes be called K and X. Then the curvature in the osculating plane is A/(V + A-2)> and the tangent of the angle the osculating plane makes with the first of these planes is \/K.
These two planes intersect the normal plane at P to the central line in two straight lines at right angles. Let these be PK, PL, the straight line PK being perpendicular to the plane in which the resolved curvature is K.
The three straight lines PK, PL, PP' thus form a convenient system of orthogonal axes to which we may refer that part of the rod which lies in the immediate neighbourhood of P. The resolved curvatures of the central line in the planes perpendicular to PK, PL, being /c, X and the twist about PPf being r, it follows that in passing from the point PtoP' the three axes are screwed into positions P'K', P'L', P'P" by a combination (1) of the rotations /cds, \ds, rds about the axes PK, PL, PP', and (2) of a translation of the origin P along the tangent to P'. It should be noticed that each of the three quantities K, X, T is of — 1 dimension as regards space.
The quantities /c, X are the resolved curvatures of the strained rod and are the same as the resolved bondings produced by the forces, only when the unstrained rod is straight. To find the bending produced by the external forces when the unstrained rod is itself curved we must subtract from K, X the resolved curvatures of the unstrained rod.
48. Since teds, \ds, rds are rotations about the axes of reference, we know by the parallelogram of angular velocities that they may be resolved about other axes by the parallelogram law. If then we wish to refer the strains to a different set of axes, say PKlt PLly PTl, we change /c, X, r into /clt\lt TI by the usual formulae for the transformation of coordinates or for the resolution of forces. In this way we may refer the bending and twist in the neighbourhood of P to any arbitrary system of axes having the origin at P. These generalized axes may be screwed from their positions at the origin P to those at P' by the three rotations /c^ds, \ds, r^ds and the translation ds along the tangent.

